
Nth Sense is Expanding Overseas;  Patient
Engagement Services now Launched in North
America

DALLAS, TEXAS, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, April 30, 2022 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Nth Sense has

introduced its Patient Engagement and Client Engagement services overseas. It is now stationed

in Dallas, Texas, already home to high-end healthcare services in the United States. 

Being one of the top patient engagement platforms in India, Nth Sense has now augmented it's

proven and highly approached patient engagement solutions for the Doctors and Healthcare

providers in the USA and Canada. With an aim to provide a super impressive Digital and In-

Clinic/Studio experience to them, Nth Sense is now all set to make healthcare a happy

experience in these potential-bearing countries. 

Healthcare is one of the most basic necessities and Nth Sense believes that everyone has a right

to quality healthcare. Standing true to its belief, Nth Sense strives toward sculpting the

healthcare industry to make it more inclusive and patient-centric. To do so, the team builds a

bridge between people and healthcare providers through various means. This bridge eventually

paves a path to better patient care, patient experience and an ecosystem of all things good for

healthcare providers and seekers.  

Helping hand to healthcare professionals with 5+ years of experience & data-driven healthcare

marketing and engagement strategies, Nth Sense pours all of its expertise for your benefit. It

offers services to all kinds of healthcare providers to grow their practices, establish a safe space

for the patient, and connect with them using digital and physical media. After all, patient

engagement activities enhance the patient experience, help in better treatment outcomes and

boost awareness.

Powering people and patients with authentic health information, Nth Sense is also a platform for

health enthusiasts to avail authentic information and connect with like-minded folks and

healthcare professionals. It delivers customised, personalised, and timely health tips straight

from certified healthcare professionals in an easy-to-understand and visually pleasing form.

A row from an array of healthcare marketing solutions at Nth Sense includes Digital engagement,

In-clinic engagement, Custom surveys and Analysed reports. With all these in place, Nth Sense is

helping doctors to engage & retain their patients and increase their chances of getting new ones

as well. 

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.thenthsense.com/post/the-triple-aim-of-patient-engagement-platform
https://www.thenthsense.com/solutions-doctor
https://www.thenthsense.com/
https://www.thenthsense.com/


Some key features of the Nth Sense’s healthcare marketing services include custom plans

aligned to the style of the respective healthcare professional, a thoroughly experienced team

seated behind the screen, empowering procedures for both doctors and patients; with the right

engagement strategy for the former and authentic health information for thoughtful decisions to

the later, unique patient feedback mechanism that brings in direct insights into patient

satisfaction. 

A signing-off note to the doctors from the founders of Nth Sense- 

‘’We comprehend your over-worked schedule. Let us make you available on the platforms where

your patients are, talk and address the unique health issues of local people and increase your

visibility. We are looking to closely work with Healthcare professionals in the USA and Canada to

help them build an emotional bond with their patients.’’

Yash Bharwani

Nth Sense
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